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“Behind the Glass Screen”  
a homeopathic survey of  Ozone  

Anne Vervarcke 

(…) “In a proving we hear the ”VOICE OF NATURE” through the words 
or the expressions of  a prover. And due to the law of  similars the remedy 
has to match the patient’s expression, complaints and disease (“…the only 
conceivable “GESTALT OF THE DISEASE” § 6 Organon). In addition to what we 
understood through the homeopathic provings, Anne Vervarcke has added in 
the book the new understanding of  Ozone through the connection to the 
chemical elements, to the place in the periodical table (03) and the clinical and 
physical properties of  the element Ozone, the “good” and “bad” Ozone and its 
action/reaction. And due to that she has brought out a larger frame of  the 
theme of  the “OZONE PATTERN”  
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The GAIA Theory 
Anne Vervarcke 

About 4.6 bilion years ago Planet Earth came into being as the result of  a 
thermonuclear explosion. No life was possible in its ATMOSPHERE as yet. 
The planet had to considerably COOL DOWN and suitable atmosphere had to 
be created.  

In the first stage of  its existence, the atmosphere probably consisted of  (…). No 
free OXYGEN was present during this stage that is called HADES, the Greek 
name for HELL. 

excerpt from the book “Behind the glass screen” by Anne Vervarcke (pg 13) with her kind permission 

OXYGEN 
Anne Vervarcke 

OXYGEN - the SIXTEENTH stage of  periodic table of  elements:  
The umbilical cord is cut. Now the person is permanently, irreversibly cut off  
from the (M)OTHER and there is no way back. He is on his own now. This fills 
him with fear, he is afraid he will not be able to cope, there are too much 
impressions to process, he fears he will not make it. His reaction is to withdraw 
himself  entirely, behind a protective shield or in a glass bubble from which he 
can observe the others but they cannot touch him.  
When his energy is good he will venture into the outside world but very 
suddenly he can run out of  energy (^) and he will need to retreat and rest 
completely. Like a baby in its cradle. He will remain dependent on another, the 
(M)OTHER, for everything because there is NO LIFE without her.  

excerpt from the book “Behind the glass screen” by Anne Vervarcke (pg 26) with her kind permission 

(^) Dr PSG: common expression of  many Ozonum cases is as if  suddenly UNPLUGGED 
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CUT off  from the (M)OTHER 
OZONUM - THE EIGHTEEN (16+2) 

The Discourse about OZONUM from a perspective of  “the Psychology of  Subjective Bonds”  

We,  humans, are children of  the MOTHER Earth too. We need our Mother 
Nature a whole life. There is definitively a natural shape of  dependence or 
better to say interdependence of  life, the GLOBAL LIFE INTER-
DEPENDENCE. We can observe nowadays what are consequences of  cutting 
off  the symbolic umbilical cord connecting us to the LIFE in general. Where 
does the egoistical and false belief  that we can rid ourselves of  ALL THE 
BONDS and live according to our own ideas without any regard to others and 
all else around. Look at all ecological disasters we created. We behave in some 
way like evil children towards the life on planet EARTH.  

There is a breath-taking declaration of  the AGENT Smith in the movie The 
Matrix (1999). The Agent Smith interrogates Morpheus and disdainfully 
describes human destructive behaviour towards life and the human race: “There 
is another organism on this planet that follows the same pattern. (…) A VIRUS!” (*) 

We, humans, are struggling the whole life to find balance between a three forces.  
This is the power of  the BOND! The bond with MOTHER, the bond with 
FATHER and the bond to ourselves - the CHILDREN of  our parents. Our 
HUMAN IDENTITY can be perceived like a dynamic movement of  a trefoil 
knot,  each loop of  the endless mutually looped THREE-LEAF CLOVER (**) 
presents the bond our selves towards the mother, the father and the child. We 
could call it a THREE-LEGGED STAND, that affords us STABILITY and 
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GROUNDING in our life, as much as the growth, our symbolic spreading of  
the wings, and FREEDOM to ACT.  

The DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM of  the trefoil looped knot is the source of  
huge SELF- GENERATIVE power. It is like a power generator or like a nuclear 
reactor providing energy or like a perpetual dynamo operating inside us. The 
trefoil knot is NONTRIVIAL, meaning that it is not possible to "UNTIE" a 
trefoil knot in three dimensions, our reality, without cutting it. This means that a 
trefoil knot is not isotopic to the unknot.  

When the knot is volatile and unbalanced, when bonds are not symmetric, it 
causes INSTABILITY. Cutting ourselves off  from SACRED BONDS of  life we 
inevitably pull ourselves back behind a TRANSPARENT LAYER or into a 
BUBBLE of  self-isolation, trapped in the BALLOON of  self-imprisonment.  
This isolation is perceived as a deep desperation and a hell-like loop of  eternal 
damnation.  

When in BALANCE, when bonds are symmetric, it is the source of  well-being, 
stability and INTERCONNECTEDNESS of  life,  connecting us to the life, in 
all its expressions and live forms. It is a source of  refreshing and self  repairing 
LIFE FORCE. It is the PRIMORDIAL BREATH of  LIFE. 

There is the difference between the homeopathic Ozonum and homeopathic 
Oxygenium beyond doubt despite the fact they share same elemental chemical 
identity. 

the excerpt from an article written by Dr Petr Simeon Gajdos 

(*) YouTube: Agent Smith Interrogation in 2:44 minut  
(https://youtu.be/JrBdYmStZJ4) 

(**) Ozone differentially affects physiological and biochemical responses of  two clover 
species; Trifolium repens and Trifolium pratense 
Article in Environmental Pollution 123(2):209-16 · February 2003 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
10864368_Ozone_differentially_affects_physiological_and_biochemical_responses_of_two_cl
over_species_Trifolium_repens_and_Trifolium_pratense 
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(***) Helmet-based ventilation is superior to face mask for patients with respiratory 
distress 
March 25, 2020, Written By John Easton and Matt Wood 

https://www.uchicagomedicine.org/forefront/patient-care-articles/helmet-based-ventilation-
is-superior-to-face-mask-for-patients-with-respiratory-distress 

(***)  
M; dreams; house, houses; walls of  glass, with 
M; delusions, imaginations; bell over him, a transparent 
M; sensitive, oversensitive; noise, sounds, to, agg.; striking of  clocks, ringing of  bells, to 
M; sensitive, oversensitive; noise, sounds, to, agg.; mechanical 
Nose; obstruction, stopped sensation; sauna agg. 
Generalities; fumes, smoke, vapors, as of, internally 
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OZONUM - the remedy of  our time 

I expressed my belief  since the beginning of  coronavirus epidemic that the remedy 
Ozonum covers a wider indication range compared to the conventional definition of  a 
disease-centered genus epidemicus (DCGE). 

I am convinced that the Ozonum dynamic very well resonates with contemporary challenges 
we have experienced globally and on an unprecedented scale. It ranks the highest among the 
prescription in my practice. In my modest opinion Ozonum deserves to be called due to its 
wide range of  applications THE GLOBAL IMPACT REMEDY.  

It seems to me that the dream of  the inner reality of  ozone has become a dream of  global 
(and consensual) outer reality of  contemporary life in general. This is, from my point of  view,  
the PQRS in this particular coronavirus pandemic. 

I start to call ozone after seeing numerous cases and understanding more the underlying 
dynamism the protector of  life space and primordial breath of  life.  

I would like to also invite you, each of  you, to cooperate on the  
GIW (GIVE) - Global Impact World project.  
I dream to do a multi-centric homeopathic epidemic study and every hand, brain and heart 
will be needed and appreciated. 

I believe we can do a great deal for mankind and the world as homeopaths now. I think that if  
we carefully document each successful Ozonum and another prescription, we will collect a 
statistically significant sample together. Consequently, we can present clear evidence of  
benefits of  homeopathy and its effectiveness in service society and humankind. 

Soon I will launch soon the webpage called: 

www.GLOBAL-IMPACT.world 

Do not hesitate to contact me in need of  further clarification. 

With best regards and wishes of  well-being, 

Dr Petr Simeon Gajdos (CZ) 

5th April 2020 
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Copyright 
The articles and cases written by me are for free distribution among homeopathic 
professionals or homeopathic bodies and schools. Please, quote always the source. Do not 
share it on Facebook among the larger public - it is only for professionals. Articles are 
copyrighted. 

Disclaimer 
Despite an exponetial growth of  Ozonum prescription I continue to have an individual 
approach to my clients, as the cases presented up to now have shown. I do not prescribe it 
at random or in a blanket manner. To honour and respect individuality of  the person is 
the desirable conditio sine qua non. 

Published articles 
‣ OZONUM - remedy of  our time - the first letter about Ozonum 
‣ OZONUM PENTACHORD EN (latest update v1.5) - Rx pointers  
‣ OZONUM - BEHIND THE TRANSPARENT LAYER - The Ozonum Trinity  
‣ HOMEOPATHIC GLOBAL TRAVEL AGENCY  - air traveller Ozonum/CoV19 
‣ TO ALL HEAVENLY ANGELS - condensed MM of  Ozonum in EN/FR/DE/CZ  
‣ The OZONUM No.K sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.S sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.L sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.I sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.M sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.V sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.H sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.P sample case 
‣ The OZONUM No.R sample case 
‣ and more cases will follow  
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